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Abs rac  

The term “metamaterials” re ers to arti icial constructs whose characteristics are 

determined by the collective mani estations o local units. When such constructs are 

designed  or acoustic wave manipulation, they are re erred to as acoustic 

metamaterials. Acoustic metamaterials allow controlled wave propagation that is 

o ten inconceivable through chemically developed bulk materials. This means that 

the wave propagation in acoustic metamaterials goes beyond the mass-density 

characteristics o  the material resulting in targeted acoustic outcomes. The unique 

characteristics o  acoustic metamaterials have opened a new direction in the 

development o  e  ective solutions  or a range o  applications, including but not 

limited to low- requency sound insulation, acoustic cloaking, sound  ocusing, 

biomedical acoustics, and passive destructive inter erence. The overall characteristic 

o  an acoustic metamaterial depends on the type o  sound manipulation being 

targeted. This paper introduces the characteristics associated with some o  the most 

promising acoustic metamaterials  rom passive to active. An e  ort is placed to 

highlighting both the underlying principles and the physical prototypes that were 

evaluated. 

Keywords: Acoustic metamaterials; sound insulation; absorption; transmission; 

material design; additive manu acturing. 
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1. In roduc ion 

Acoustic metamaterials have proved to be o  great interest due to their superior wave-control 

characteristics that can be exploited  or applications in challenging acoustic environments [1,2]. 

An acoustic wave is longitudinal and the associated parameters are pressure (� ) and particle 

velocity (�). The analogy between acoustic and transverse magnetic  ield under a two-

dimensional (2D) under harmonic excitation is shown in Table 1. This shows the equivalence in 

relevant parameters that is necessary  or the creation o  meta-acoustic characteristics. Similar 

approaches hold when evaluating synergies between optical and acoustic constructs o  

metamaterial as well. 

Table 1. The analogy between parametric variables associated with acoustic and electromagnetic material 

characterisation. Adapted  rom Zhang [3]. 

Acous ic Elec romagne ism Analogy 
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'�&!( � ��(����� ) � �� � ���( �� " �� �� �� ↔ � 

The mechanical characteristics o  macroscopic materials are largely dictated by the atomic and 

molecular arrangements that  orm them [4–8]. Similarly, the resulting wave characteristics can 

be considered as the average o   luctuating local  ields [9]. However, when it comes to 

metamaterials the concept o  atomic arrangement is superseded by arti icially constructed sub-

scale repeating structures comparable to that o the wave dimensions. This allows precise control 

o  the wave characteristics in an acoustic metamaterial as the repeating unit cells can be 

controlled  or a targeted outcome that is less in luenced by the chemical composition o  the 

material [10–12]. The repeating (not necessarily periodic) unit cells o  such structures can be 

conceived in dimensions depending upon the acoustic application and outcome. 

Although this can di  er, generally subwavelength local resonant units o  an acoustic 

metamaterial can be considered microscopically as creating a global material response. In this 

regard, the local units can also be considered oscillators having a resonant  requency, as such 

acoustic metamaterials are dynamic mediums although the unit cells themselves do not change 

[13,14]. Although phononic crystals [15] shows negative elastic parameters [16], the validity o  

the e  ective medium approximation can be characterised via single-mode approximation. 
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In general, acoustic metamaterials provide increasing opportunities  or the development o  

targeted acoustic per ormance through the creation o   unctional materials. Acoustic 

metamaterials o  er unprecedented properties that are o ten challenging to be realised  rom 

natural materials [17,18]. The increased interest in widening the scope o  acoustic metamaterials 

and the design  reedom o  ered by additive manu acturing (3D printing) is likely to enable a new 

generation o  acoustic metamaterials that are smaller and more e  icient expanding the acoustic 

characteristics in the near  uture. 

2.  Charac eris ics in acous ic me ama erials  

2.1. Nega ive (<0) mass and s iffness  

The parameters that are o primary importance in the characterisation o acoustic metamaterials 

are the e  ective -mass density (�) and the -bulk modulus (�). These two parameters can be used 

to determine the characteristics o  acoustic wave propagation in a medium. Both the sonic 

velocity (�) and the characteristic impedance (�) o  a medium are expressed by these two 

parameters as shown in Eq. (1) [4,5,13]: 

� = *+/� (1) 

- = *+� (2) 

+0 < 1,2 > 1 0 > 1, 2 > 1 

0 < 1, 2 < 1 0 > 1, 2 < 1 

Foams 

Metals 

Composites 

Polymers 

Woods 

Ceramics 

Cloaking 

Cloaking 
Zero-index materials 

Enhanced absorption 

Hyperlens 

Superlens 

Hyperlens 

Negative refraction 

Hyperlens Slow sound 

Enhanced absorption 

Fig. 1. In luence o  mass density (�) and bulk modulus (�) on the resulting per ormance characteristics o  acoustic 

metamaterials [19]. � � 0  � � 0 characterises conventional materials and metamaterial cloaking devices. The 

remaining three quadrants are currently used only  or characterising metamaterials. Zero-index and slow-sound 

metamaterials have vanishing � and � respectively. Superlenses and hyper lenses are metamaterials that go beyond 

the di  raction limit characterised by < 0, + < 0. Acoustic wave bending is characterised by a negative index o  

re raction that leads to the propagation and magni ication o  evanescent waves resulting in going beyond the 

di  raction e  ect. 
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In conventional materials, both � and � are higher than zero (+) largely dictated by the chemical 

composition and microstructure o  the material. When resonance inclusions are placed within 

such a material, the interaction between sound waves and the matter increases drastically [20,21]. 

These interactions can lead to � and � going below zero (-) at selected eigenmodes. The resulting 

characteristic can give rise to – � and � leading to unprecedented or rare acoustic phenomenon 

such as negative re ractive index [1]. Fig. 1 shows that while chemically conceived bulk materials 

can be characterised by a positive (+) density and bulk modulus placing them in the upper-right 

quadrant o  the � � plot. As can be seen the parametric quadrant occupied by acoustic 

metamaterials goes well beyond the domain o  classical materials and even occupy space where 

either one parameter can be positive or negative giving rise to extremely rare wave phenomena. 

2.2. Dynamic micros ruc ure 

Due to the arti icially constructed nature o  the  undamental units in a metamaterial, the 

microstructure can be re erred to as dynamic due to added degrees o   reedom (DoF). These 

DoFs are created through the care ul arrangement o  the  undamental elements that constitute 

the dynamic microstructure. Depending on the characteristics o the acoustic metamaterial, these 

 undamental units can be resonant inclusions, Helmholtz architecture, scatterer geometries, 

elastic membranes, and complex mass or sti  ness arrangements. 

���� 

��� 

��� ��� ��� ��� 

� � � 
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�� �� �� 

�� �� 
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/ 
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� �
��

/�
��

� 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Drive frequency Drive frequency 

Fig. 2. Spring mass system showing hidden DoF in an acoustic metamaterial as adapted  rom Haberman and Guild 

[19]. (a) shows the arrangements o masses ( �) and spring constants (��) that describe displacement ��� in response 

to a driving  orce ���. Assuming � is lighter than � and � then speci ic arrangements allow (b) negative mass, 

(c) negative spring sti  ness, and (d) negative mass and sti  ness. (e,  ) shows normalized e  ective mass and spring 

sti  ness as a  unction o  the drive  requency. The resonance  requencies �� and �� are, respectively, ���/ � and 

���/ �. In graph (e) and ( ) the highlighted section is re erring to the negative dynamic mass region and negative-

sti  ness region in (b) and (c) respectively. The normalizations are determined by the quasistatic mass ��� � � � 

� and the quasistatic spring constant ���� � 1/�� � 1/����� . 
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Even though these  undamental units have peculiar physics associated with them, the type and 

arrangement dictate the global per ormance making them comparable to microstructure in the 

traditional sense. Although the contribution  rom a single unit is insu  icient to in luence the 

global acoustic response, the cumulative e  ect o  multiple units leads to a substantial e  ect. As 

such, care ully conceived units cause an exotic acoustic response which allows  urther tuning by 

tweaking the so call microstructure arrangement [22–24]. 

At certain  requencies, the response o  the dynamic microstructure becomes signi icant and out 

o  phase with the incident sound wave. In such a case, it can be considered that the global 

per ormance o  the acoustic metamaterial is dictated by the inclusions whose e  ective material 

properties are negative. The resulting characteristics o  the acoustic metamaterial are o ten 

 requency-dependent and di  erent  rom that o  the otherwise macroscopic response o  the 

material [25–27]. As such the notion o  additional DoFs as shown in Fig. 2 is an adequate 

representation o  the dynamic response o  the system. Such theoretical constructs show how the 

microstructural arrangements o  inclusions result in additional DoFs that subsequently results 

in acoustic responses shown in Fig. 1. Although shown as a component system, the spring-mass 

system shown in Fig. 2a acts as a single e  ective system where the mass is displaced by a 

distance ��� under a time-dependent  orce ���. By rearranging classical Hooke’s relationship, 

it is possible to obtain the e  ective mass and spring constant o the system as ��� � ���/���� 

and ���� � ���/�� �� [28–30]. 

2.3. Transforma ion acous ics 

Another characteristic o acoustic metamaterials is the concept o trans ormation acoustics (TA) 

which is the basis o  wave bending systems such as acoustic cloaking. The  undamental concept 

behind trans ormation acoustics is that: 

i. The sound wave equation can be modi ied because o  coordinate trans ormation. 

ii. The physical characteristics in the trans ormed region are in luenced by the new equation 

using the trans ormed coordinates. 

The approach o trans ormational acoustic borrows inspiration  rom trans ormation optics, where 

the resulting characteristics are a result o  the material constitutive parameters and the 

coordinate trans ormations [31]. The primary di  erence when it comes to acoustics is that the 

trans ormation  ollows the invariance o  the equation o  sound waves under a certain set o  

coordinate trans ormations [32,33]. The most notable application utilising the principles o  

trans ormation acoustics is acoustic cloaking, where the design o the acoustic metamaterials can 

bend acoustic waves around objects within multidimensional spaces [34,35][17,18]. Acoustic 

ground cloaks using trans ormation acoustics is another possibility as demonstrated by Popa et 

a . [36] that user per orations dictate the material characteristics required. 

For a spherical acoustic cloak, the trans ormation between a thick and thin  luid ring dictates 

the overall acoustic characteristic o  the metamaterial. This means that i  the thin ring can 
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mimic the wave equation o  the thick ring, then the whole device act as a cloak concealing core 

through scattering. Consequently, the resulting characteristics o  the acoustic metamaterial is 

that o  wave trans ormation that makes the cloaking construct to transmit the acoustic wave 

 aster in the azimuthal direction in comparison to the exterior  luid. During this time, the wave 

propagation slows down in the radial direction because o  the reduced thickness. This results in 

an anisotropic property where the sonic velocity is dependent on the direction o  transmission 

[37–39]. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 3. Acoustic cloak put  orwarded by Zigoneanu et a . [40] showing (a) the design (b)  abricated cloaked, and (c) 

per orations. 

Although the criteria o  wave propagation in regular  luids are quite di  erent, the anisotropy o  

wave propagation can happen in materials that  eature  luids arranged layer-by-layer. In such a 

construct, inertial anisotropy can occur given the thickness o  the layers are at subwavelength 

under di  erent  luid densities. From an acoustic metamaterial perspective, the spherical cloak 

demonstrates the complexity o  acoustic anisotropy that is required  or e  ective cloaking. 

Although simpler constructs such as the acoustic ground cloak can be conceived with 

comparatively small anisotropic complexity as shown by Zigoneanu et a . [40] (Fig. 3). 

2.4. Acous ic surface evanescen waves 

In addition to the physical response o  acoustic metamaterials, the existence o  sur ace states o  

sound waves and their unique characteristics are another aspect. When the energy o  a sound 

wave is restricted at the sur ace level, the resulting amplitude reduces drastically in the third 

direction. As a result, the in-plane acoustic wave vector  eatures an e  ective wavelength that is 

smaller at a slower sonic velocity. This in turn o  ers acoustic characteristics that can be applied 

to chip-scale acoustic devices. The approach when it comes to describing acoustic sur ace 

evanescent waves is that they can be evoked at the inter ace o  semi-in inite homogeneous  luids 
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 eaturing  di  erent  elastic  characteristics.  The  condition   or  the  existence  o   such  an  acoustic  

sur ace  evanescent  wave  is  similar  to  the  equation  governing  the  presence  o   sur ace  plasmon  

polaritons  at  the  inter ace  between  metal  and  dielectric  media  as  discussed  by  Lu  et  a .  [1].  

3.  Emerging charac eris ics of acous ic me ama erials  

3.1. Nonlinear behaviour  

While the previous acoustic metamaterial characteristics exhibit linear behaviour, there are cases  

when  nonlinearity   rom  a  material  perspective  can  be  exploited   or  developing  acoustic  

metamaterials.  In  most  cases,  the  di  iculty  in  conceiving  acoustic  metamaterial  is  in  the  

inception  o   constructs  where  the  constitutive  pressure-volume  curve  (� − ")   eatures  areas  o   

nonlinearity.  Nonlinearity  in  an  acoustic  metamaterial  is  achieved  through  the  pre-processing  o   

structures  using  techniques  that  induce  � − " oscillations   or  enhanced  material  nonlinearity.  A  

representative  case  is  shown  in  Fig.  4  where  the  linear  response  is  about  two  di  erent  

con igurations  (  � 0  and   �  !"�).  

Fig.  4. Linearity  as  an  approximation  at  two  di  erent  con igurations  as  highlighted.  Adapted   rom  Haberman  [19].  

A  representative  example  o   a  case  involving  pre-pressurisation  (�456)  is  demonstrated.  The  dotted  lines  show  the  

� − " oscillations.  The   irst  con igurations  highlighted  con iguration  is  where  the  change  in  pressure  and  volume  is  

zero,  the second  case  a state  o  pre-pressurisation.  Nonlinearity has  a higher  signi icance  at  lower  amplitudes  o  sound  

pressure   or  the  �456  con iguration  as  indicated  by  the  2nd  highlighted  section  in  comparison  to  1st . 

Nonlinear  characteristics  in  material  as  shown  in  Fig.  4  can  be  conceived  by  subwavelength  

geometries  o    eatures  like  the  dynamic  architecture  causing  − 	 and  −+  as  discussed  in  the  

previous  section.  This  results  in  a nonlinear  equation  as  shown  in  Eqn.  (3):  

9
78� = �; 7 	A

� + + �= + ⋯? �ℎ � =  (3) 
2� 6� 	8 

where    is  the  sound  pressure,  78  and  	8  are  ambient  compressibility  and  density,  respectively.  

	′ is  the  density  perturbation   rom  ambient,  and  9/� and  7/� are  the  e  ective  parameters  o   

nonlinearity.  The  characteristic  results  o   such  a construct  is  that  o   signi icant  nonlinear  e  ects  

that  lead  to  higher  harmonics.  Such  e  ects  are   avourable  when  it  comes  to  improving  the  

resolution  o   imaging  techniques  and   or  the  creation  o   nonreciprocal  sound  transmission  which  

otherwise  is  inconceivable  [41–43].  
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3.2. Nonreciprocal acous ic me ama erials 

When an acoustic wave travels through conventional media, wave motion obeys a  undamental 

property, reciprocity, that describes the symmetry in wave transmission between two points in 

space. Reciprocity guarantees that wave propagation always occurs symmetrically. I  waves can 

make their way  rom a source to an observer, the opposite propagation path,  rom the observer 

to the source, is equally possible and the transmission is symmetric [44–46]. Reciprocity is a 

concept so natural that its validity is taken  or granted in everyday lives. For example, when 

the neighbours can be heard through a common wall, it should be assumed that the reverse is 

equally possible [47,48]. 

According to Fleury [49], in the  ield o theoretical acoustics, reciprocity can be challenged under 

certain conditions; the presence o   luid in motion is an example [50,51]. Furthermore, research 

carried out by Liang et a . [52] and Boechler et a . [53] show engineered devices with strongly 

nonreciprocal responses. These devices  orce the acoustic energy to  low only in one direction 

and thereby create a one-directional nonreciprocal acoustic system. 

In general, nonlinear acoustic metamaterials may have several undesirable  eatures  or practical 

applications such as: 

i. Bulky and large isolation ratios 

ii. Acoustic isolation may be related to speci ic (high) levels o  input acoustic power 

iii. Frequency conversion that signi icantly alters the incident acoustic signal. 

(b) (a) 

(c) (d 

(e) (f) 

1 

2
3 

�. �. 

1 1 

0 0 

Fig. 5. A nonreciprocal acoustic metamaterial circulator based on angular-momentum biasing through a circulating 

 luid [54]. (a) Circulating air through a  an linked to three separate waveguides, (b) resulting  rom the physical 

prototype. (c) acoustic transmission in the absence o  luid circulation. (d) Transmission at ports 2 and 3  or excitation 

 rom port 1 with air circulation and at the circulator  requency � . (e) Acoustic pressure in the system (sur ace color) .

and power  low (vector plot) at the cavity resonance without  luid circulation. Red arrows indicate the direction o  

sound transmission. ( ) Same as panel (e) but the  luid motion is applied. The red arrow indicates the one-way 

direction o  sound transmission  or excitation at port 1. The grey arrows indicate the direction o  one-way sound 

transmission i  the sound were incident  rom port 2 or 3. 
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This led to the development o  a linear nonreciprocal acoustic device [54] in the  orm o  a 

subwavelength acoustic circulator metamaterial as shown in Fig. 5a. The design uses air as the 

 luid o  choice and the directional circulation was achieved using  ans as shown in Fig. 5b. The 

cavity was symmetrically coupled to three acoustic waveguides, which  ormed the input and 

output channels o  the device. 

When the  luid in the cavity is not circulating, the structure operates as a reciprocal sound 

splitter, which equally divides the input power to the output ports. Consider the case where the 

structure is excited  rom port 1 with  requency �. When the signal enters the cavity, it  ollows 

closed paths in opposite directions with a length equal to the average circum erence o the cavity 

l. Every time the signal passes in  ront o  an output hole, a small part leaks out to the 

corresponding waveguide. To achieve signi icant transmission at the output waveguides, the 

multiple circulations o  the signal in the cavity should inter ere constructively, which happens i  

0�/� � 2 2, where � is the speed o  sound and is an integer. 

This equation essentially provides the resonant  requencies o  the cavity modes, which are pairs 

o  counter-rotating modes with azimuthal dependence е±�56 , where “plus” and “minus” signs 

correspond to waves propagating in the right- and le t-handed directions, respectively, and 7 is 

the polar angle. The above condition leads to constructive inter erence  or each o  the modes 

individually, while di  erent modes appear at the output ports with a phase di  erence o  22/3 

or 42/3 concerning each other  or odd and even , respectively. This phase mismatch results in 

a slight re lection at the input port equal to 1/9 o the incident power, which can be shown  rom 

power conservation and reciprocity to be the minimum re lection that can be achieved in any 

rotationally symmetric three-port system [55]. 

I  the  luid in the cavity starts rotating with velocity : in the right-handed direction, the 

 requencies o  the signals propagating in the right- and le t-handed directions are shi ted by 

−�:/� and �:/� concerning the input signal, respectively, due to the Doppler e  ect [56]. In 

this case, it is evident that both waves have a detuned resonance condition, with the right- and 

le t-handed modes being up- and downshi ted by � :/� with respect to the static cavity .

resonance � . The  act that the resonance  requencies o  the rotating modes are symmetrically . 

located concerning � allows one to completely cancel the phase mismatch between . 

counterrotating modes at one o the output ports  or a particular circulation velocity. This leads 

to unity transmission at one port and per ect isolation at the other. 

For rotation in the right-handed direction, unitary and zero transmission happen at ports 3 and 

2, respectively. Under the same rotation condition but  or excitation  rom waveguide 3, power 

is transmitted to port 2 instead o  port 1, providing clear evidence o  nonreciprocity. Likewise, 

power  rom port 2 is transmitted to port 1. Interestingly, power  lows in the direction opposite 

to the cavity  luid bias, highlighting that the circulation is not a simple “dragging” o the acoustic 

wave by the moving  luid but rather a wave inter erence phenomenon. 
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3.3. Ac ive and reconfigurable acous ic me ama erials 

3.3.1. Piezoe ectric contro  

An active acoustic cloak [57] consisting o   luid arrays separated by piezoelectric boundaries was 

one o the initial concepts in active and recon igurable metamaterials. Since then lots o research 

combining piezo with acoustic metamaterials have been proposed [58–61]. A theoretical analysis 

o  one-dimensional acoustic metamaterials comprising piezoelectric boundaries was discussed by 

Akl et al. [62]. 

The use o shunted piezo  or acoustic metamaterial research was also demonstrated [63–65] where 

the resonant  requency can be changed using a piezoelectric patch. The demonstration o  such 

techniques gave rise to tuneable concepts  eaturing piezoelectric domains such as the one shown 

in Fig. 6. The construct is  ormed o  a series o  identical elements that are manu actured by 

placing piezoelectric layers on parallel planes o  a disk as shown in Fig. 6b. In this manner, the 

sti  ness along the path o  acoustic propagation can be tuned  or targeted transmission. 

(a) (b) 

Unit cell PZT layers Brass 
Circular duct 

Incident 

wave 

x 

DAQ with 

reconfigurable 

electronics 

Amplifier 

Air Air 

a 

Silver electrodes 

Fig. 6. A one-dimensional (1D) tunable acoustic metamaterial  eaturing a piezoelectric domain [66] where (a) shows 

the representative components [67] and (b) physical prototype [68]. 

3.3.2. Mechanica  y contro  ed 

The most popular variation o  mechanically controlled metamaterial is the plunger-controlled 

Helmholtz resonator. Here targeted resonance can be created by controlling the resonating  luid 

in the volume by adjusting a plunger as shown in Fig. 7. Although this approach is theoretically 

e  ective, there are signi icant limitations with this controlled strategy when compared to 

piezoelectric approach as discussed be ore. Here the tube distance ; only a  ects the resonance 

width, this means that it is not e  ective when it comes to a  ecting the �5 which is the period 

o  e  ective compressibility. Meaning active control is possible and the mechanical adjustment is 

largely passive and once adjusted response-based adjusting is not possible thereby limiting the 

application. 
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Fig. 7. Mechanically controlled acoustic metamaterial based on variable Helmholtz resonator [2], where (a) shows 

the tunability and (b) the e  ective compressibility (<") o  the duct as a  unction o  the tube length 0. 

3.3.3. Buck ing contro  

Another approach that can e  ectively utilise buckling de ormation to control acoustic 

transmission was proposed by research carried out by Wang et a . [69]. In this approach, a 

structural matrix  eatured an elastic membrane surrounding a plate-like structure as shown in 

Fig. 8. The structs are care ully placed such that enough space is allocated  or buckling o  the 

beams under compression (−�). This results in changing the resonant  requency o  the structure 

resulting in varying acoustic transmittance through the structure. While these types o structure 

o  er a lot o  promise, the strain-induced acoustic control is challenging to be per ormed in an 

active  orm. 

Fig. 8. Buckling induced tunable acoustic metamaterials [69] showing (a) unde ormed structured, (b) buckled 

structure, and (c) change in acoustic transmittance as a  unction o  the strain. 

3.3.4. Passive destructive interference-based devices 

Care ully constructed geometrical inclusions in the  orm o  waveguides can change the phase o  

an incident sound wave. Such an out o  phase wave at a 180° di  erence, when added with an 

incoming wave, can cancel each other to cause acoustic destructive inter erence. The technique 

itsel  is not new and is well established in the  orm o  electronic noise cancellation. But using 

structural architecture to create targeted passive destructive inter erence  alls within the domain 

o  acoustic metamaterials. One drawback o  such constructs is that comparable to technologies 

that rely on resonance, controlled passive destructive inter erence o ten occurs within a small 

 requency range. However, the per ormance itsel  o  such constructs is largely unaltered by the 
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bulk material properties making them suitable  or applications involving the reduction o  

 requency-dependent noise pollution [70]. 

Studies [71–74] have shown that resonators can be arbitrary and still exhibit excellent 

per ormance. This o  ers signi icant potential  or conceiving geometrical inclusions in a material 

that act as  unctional inter erence cavities without large exterior dimensions. Experimental 

studies conducted by Arjunan [75,76] demonstrated the use o  3D printed cavities to creative 

passive destructive inter erence through a geometrically complex architecture as shown in Fig. 

9. The principle was to target acoustic destructive inter erence manipulating the acoustics  rom 

a planar source using con ormal inclusion architecture similar to the ones shown in Fig. 9a. The 

change in phase angle o  the returning and incoming wave was dictated by the  requency and 

inclusion length. The model demonstrated the potential  or complete acoustic absorption at the 

mouth o  the cavity based on the  requency o  inclusion design. Such architecture o  ers a great 

opportunity in reducing noise emissions that are tuneable based on geometry without using 

complex active  rameworks. 

h 

D 

d 

Dimension 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 9. Acoustic inter erence cavities [76] showing (a) complex geometrical architecture and (b) in luence o  cavity 

length in the  requencies where complete noise cancellation can be achieved. 

4. Fu ure perspec ive 

Acoustic metamaterials are an active  ield o  development with numerous e  orts being 

documented in the literature. The rise in additive manu acturing (3D printing) has enabled 
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numerous novel concepts that otherwise would have been challenging to be manu actured. For 

airborne sound absorption, membrane, cavity, or per orated type metamaterials seems to be 

most e  ective. The areas o  tuneable acoustic metamaterials are also growing with various 

potential methods suitable  or practical application. Despite the proli eration o  research in this 

area, commercial prototypes o  acoustic metamaterial targeted at noise pollution are yet to be 

realised [77–79]. Furthermore, hybrid metamaterials that bring together multiple concepts into 

a single construct are also awaiting research studies that can  urther enhance the prospects o  

acoustic metamaterials. 

Although additive manu acturing o  ers signi icant potential  or the development o  complex 

acoustic metamaterials through enabling the manu acturing o  complex porous architecture, 

mass production and cost still depend on simpli ied architecture. Consequently, concepts that 

 eature complex and non-arbitrary  eatures are unlikely to be commercially viable. It is also 

critical to characterise assessment techniques used  or the characterisation o  complex acoustic 

environments the sound source  requency is random [80–82]. Lastly, energy scavenging through 

acoustic metamaterials is also an area that awaits comprehensive investigations. Although 

signi icant progress has been made, many promising directions within the realms o  acoustic 

metamaterials are largely le t uncharted. Besides, resonance-based techniques possess signi icant 

challenges regarding practical application due to the narrow bandwidth. Accordingly, combining 

acoustic metamaterial architecture with conventional porous materials to develop  unctional 

hybrid structures  or broadband acoustics is also an area that demands attention. 

5. Conclusion 

Although acoustic metamaterial constructs sound  uturistic, it is important to recognise that 

controlling acoustic wave through sub-wavelength structures are part o  classical mechanics. 

There ore, the studies on acoustic metamaterials have an established theoretical presence where 

the practical realisation is being enabled by advanced manu acturing techniques. The 

developments in acoustic metamaterials o  er promising ways to achieve sound transmission loss 

and acoustic absorption suitable  or a variety o  applications  rom reducing noise pollution to 

designing acoustic medical devices. Overall, the  undamental characteristic o  acoustic 

metamaterial is that o  wave manipulation to achieve a targeted outcome that is inconceivable 

through conventional material chemistry. As the research continues, the characterisation o  

lattice inclusions, layered  luid-structure materials, dynamic microstructure, and sur ace 

evanescent waves leading to superior acoustic metamaterials characteristics can be expected. In 

this regard, the growing literature in the  ield acts as design guidelines  or the  uture o  

experimental acoustic metamaterials based on hybrid constructs while increasing the 

per ormance bandwidth. However, this requires systematic studies characterising the 

 unctionalities o  metamaterial constructs conceived over the last decade. Attempts should also 

be made  or trans erring acoustic metamaterial research to commercially viable products  or a 
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broader impact. Absorption and transmission characteristics o  a certain class o  acoustic 

metamaterials o  er promising solutions in replacing thick insulating materials  or a sustainable 

 uture. Although, any industrial-scale implementation o  acoustic metamaterials requires cost-

bene it evaluation. Acoustic metamaterials are a promising direction that has signi icantly 

expanded the material characteristics in wave manipulation. 
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